GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
“Diamond Stream,” Gough’s Cave, Cheddar [(H)]

DA10 - Niagara Falls

DE10
E.T.W. DENNIS, Scarborough
printer and publisher

DA10 - The Grotto

NOTE: A number of modern cards show a number located in the
u.l. corner. Their significance is unknown. They are not the
printers reference number for a single card as the same number
appears on different cards
For Novelty Cards with Dennis imprint on postal side but
imprinted on inner strip imprinted S. Allen, Cheddar, refer to
this latter publisher.
_____________________________________________________

DA10 - Diamond Stream
DALLAGANA LTD.
printer and publisher (?)
_____________________________________________________
DA10

1905ds

f1

b.w.p (screened); VC; T/p(W)(l.r.)(HI backward sloping italic CAPS) +
N; I (l.l.)(italic caps/lc); ma, wide on right

f2

b.w.p (screened); VC; T/m(B)(centrally below photo)(serif caps); no N;
I/p(l.l.); ma

p

p(Bl); PC(4mm high serif CAPS); stamp square (serif caps/lc) :
Halfpenny // Stamp; above communication block (serif caps and serif
CAPS): For Inland Postage Only THIS Space MAY // NOW BE USED
FOR Communication; above address block (serif caps and serif
CAPS): The Address ONLY TO BE Written Here; [3B]

4517 "Niagara Falls" // Gough's Cave Cheddar // Discovered
1898 [(H); This photograph is identical to Chapman photo.
No. 13678. The early Chapman photos. thus pre-date 1905
(the earliest postally used Chapman card of Gough's Cave is
1908); {11-4-1905}]

DE10 - Types A and B
DE10

1959 mss and ds Novelty Card

f

Bl.w.p; T/p(Bl and W)(script caps/lc and CAPS); margins surrounding
individual photos

p1

De90; p(B); no PC but TM (italic sans serif CAPS and script caps/lc):
DENNIS // Productions; either side of TM (serif CAPS): NINE VIEW
MECHANICAL; stamp square frame only; below stamp square (italic
sans serif caps/lc): Printed in // Gt. Britain; above communication
block (sans serif caps and sans serif caps/lc): PRINTED PAPER //
Liable for full letter rate if more that five words // of conventional
Greeting are used; I (sans serif caps/lc and italic sans serif caps/lc):
E.T.W. Dennis & Sons Ltd., London and Scarborough (Copyright);
[77E]

p2

p(B); no PC but Nine View (CAPS) Dennis (italic CAPS) //
Productions (script caps/lc) Mechanical (CAPS); I (caps/lc)
E.T.W.Dennis & Sons, Ltd., London and Scarborough (Copyright);
[77E]

NOTE: NOVELTY CARD: card with 5 photos on front, cut window above
centre photo through which 4 further views may be viewed by rotating
disc.

"The Grotto," Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H)]
S1.SO.GC. 1
9/05

GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
Two versions have been recorded and are shown above. The basic
difference lies in the cloud formation in the u.r. photo. In the l.r. photo
the blue colouring has been omitted in Type B.

Greetings from // Cheddar [(H); only cave photo on front of
card: Entrance to Gough's Cave (l.r.)]
Var:
[1] - Type A; {9-8-1959}
[2] - Type B; {1-9-1959 mss} PR

DE15
DE15

c.1975

f

b.w.br.p; T/p(B)(l.l.)(sans serif CAPS on white bar); N'p(W)(l.r.)

p

De45; p(B); PC(3mm high sans serif CAPS between which Dennis //
Publications (italic sans serif CAPS and italic script caps/lc). Below
PC (sans serif CAPS): A REAL PHOTOGRAPH; above address block
(sans serif CAPS): ADDRESS; stamp square frame only below which
(sans serif caps/lc) : Printed in // Gt. Britain; I (sans serif caps/lc) :
E.T.W. Dennis & Sons, Ltd., London and Scarborough

C.1103
DE20

DE20 - recorded set

Entrance to Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H)

c.1981 & 1986

f1

Col.p (glossy surface); T/m(B)(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + N(l.r.)(except
multi view cards; bottom margin only

f2

Col.p; multi-view; T on horizontal red bar across centre of card
(W)(sans serif caps/lc and sans serif CAPS)

p1

De30; p(B); PC (W) on black bar separated by TM (sans serif CAPS);
TM between PC (italic sans serif CAPS and script caps/lc): DENNIS //
Productions; stamp square: GPO preferred symbol; below stamp
square (sans serif CAPS): ALL BRITISH // MANUFACTURE; I
up-centre (sans serif caps/lc and sans serif CAPS): Printed & Published
by E.T.W. DENNIS & SONS LTD., Scarborough; bottom centre (sans
serif caps/lc): Photocolour; [94]

p2

De80; p(B); PC (script caps/lc): A Dennis Postcard; TM (Boy with
spade) left of PC; stamp square : GPO preferred symbol; below stamp
square (sans serif CAPS): ALL BRITISH // PRODUCTION; I
up-centre (sans serif caps/lc and sans serif CAPS): Printed & Published
by E.T.W. DENNIS & SONS LTD., SCARBOROUGH; N bottom
centre (sans serif caps/lc): Photocolour // C.xxxx; T(l.l.)(sans serif
caps/lc); [--]

C.1125
View from the hills. Cheddar [(H); f1; p1; includes
carparks]

DE30 - S.6217L
DE30

MC

f1

Col.p; multi-view; T/p(W on red bar)(l.r.)(sans serif CAPS) all on
yellow background

f2

Col.p; multi-view; T/p(W on red bar)(l.l.)(sans serif CAPS); margins
around inner edges of photos

p1

De80; p(G); PC (script caps/lc): A Dennis Postcard; TM (Boy with
spade) left of PC; stamp square : GPO preferred symbol; below stamp
square (sans serif CAPS): ALL BRITISH // PRODUCTION; I
up-centre (sans serif caps/lc and sans serif CAPS): Printed & Published
by E.T.W. DENNIS & SONS LTD., SCARBOROUGH; N bottom
centre (sans serif caps/lc): Photocolour // C.xxxx; T(l.l.)(sans serif
caps/lc); [--]

p2

De70; p(B); PC (script caps/lc): A Dennis Postcard; TM (Boy with
spade) left of PC; stamp square : GPO preferred symbol; below stamp
square (sans serif CAPS): ALL BRITISH // PRODUCTION; I
up-centre (sans serif caps/lc and sans serif CAPS): Printed & Published
by E.T.W. DENNIS & SONS LTD., SCARBOROUGH; N bottom
centre (sans serif caps/lc): Photocolour // C.xxxx; T(l.l.)(sans serif
caps/lc)

C.1135
Approach to the Gorge and Gough's Cave, Cheddar
[(H); f1; p1]
C.1140
Greetings from Cheddar [(H); f2; p2; multi-view,
4 photos: Approach to the gorge (u.l.); Cheddar (u.r.); The
Waterfall (l.l.);Approach to gorge and Gough's Cave (l.r.)

1988

C.011037L Cheddar Gorge [(H); f2; p2; multi-view, 3 photos
: River Yeo (left); Approach to Gorge (u.r.); The Waterfall
(l.r.)]
S1.SO.GC. 2
9/05

GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
S.6217L Somerset [(H); f1; p1 multi-view with three
photographs, including view of approach to Gough's Cave and
Gough's house]

DG10
DOUGLAS GOUGH, Cheddar
publisher; printer unknown
_____________________________________________________
DG10

1980

f

Col.p (glossy); multi-view

p

p(Bl); PC (3mm high sans serif CAPS); no stamp square but PO
preferred symbol; up centre (sans serif CAPS): Printed in England; I
(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc): Published by D.W. Gough, Cheddar Motor
Museum, // Grandson of the discoverer.; [90]

no T [(H); R.C.Gough/Meditation/Pinnacles]
J. ARTHUR DIXON, Isle of Wight
printer and publisher
_____________________________________________________
DX10

1962ds

MC

f

Col.p(matt surface)

p1

Dx20; p(Bl) shades; no PC but (sans serif CAPS and sans serif
caps/lc):NATURAL COLOUR // J. Arthur Dixon //
PHOTOGRAVURE // POST CARD; no stamp square; I up centre
(sans serif caps/lc): Printed and Published by J.Arthur Dixon Ltd.,
Newport I.W., England; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N;
[86]

DX10 recorded set SOM.805, SOM.806
SOM.807, SOM.808
SOM.809
SOM.1508[1], SOM.1508 [2]
PSM / 23172
SOM. 806 The Frozen River, Gough's Cave, Cheddar. [(H);
p1; {16-9-1962}]

p2

Dx34; p(Bl)(shades); no PC but TM inside rectangular frame (sans
serif CAPS): 'Lotus Emblem' // J. Arthur // Dixon // Ltd; no stamp
square; I up centre (sans serif CAPS and sans serif caps/lc):
NATURAL COLOUR PHOTOGRAVURE - Printed in Great Britain;
T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N; [86A]

p3

Dx38; p(Bl)(shades); no PC but TM inside rectangular frame (sans
serif CAPS): 'Lotus Emblem' // J. Arthur // Dixon // Ltd; above TM
(serif caps/lc): A Dickinson Robinson Group Product; no stamp square
but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans serif CAPS and sans serif
caps/lc): Printed in Great Britain by J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD;
T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N; bottom centre (serif
CAPS): DRG in oval frame; [86A]

SOM. 809 Aladdin's Cave, Gough's Cave, Cheddar. [(H);
{18-4-1963}]
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p2

p4

Dx38; p(B); no PC but TM inside rectangular frame (sans serif CAPS):
'Lotus Emblem' // J. Arthur // Dixon // Ltd; above TM (serif caps/lc): A
Dickinson Robinson Group Product; no stamp square but GPO
preferred symbol; I up centre (sans serif CAPS and sans serif caps/lc):
Printed in Great Britain by J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD; T(l.l.)(sans
serif caps/lc) + description + N; bottom centre (serif CAPS): DRG in
oval frame; [86C]

SOM.1508 Entrance to the world-famous Gough's Caves,
Cheddar.... [(H)]
Var:
[1] - p1; no car at roadside; {26-8-1962}
[2] - p1; car parked at roadside

NOTE:

Card dimensions 146mm x 98mm
Nos. SOM 802-804 are views of Cox's Cave, DX10
SOM. 806 and PSM/80806 have the same photograph.
The publication date of this series is about c.1965

SOM. 805 The Main Passage, Gough's Cave, Cheddar. [(H);
p1; {18-4-1963}]

SOM. 807 Solomon's Temple, Gough's Cave, Cheddar. [(H);
p1; {31-7-1967}]
SOM. 808 St. Paul's, Gough's Cave, Cheddar.

[(V); p1]

PSM. 23172 Cheddar Village, Somerset [(H); p3]
PSM/80806/X The Frozen River, Gough's Cave, Cheddar
[(H); p4; {13-8-1979}]

S1.SO.GC. 3
9/05

GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
serif caps/lc): Printed in Great Britain; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + N;
inset bottom frame line (serif CAPS): DRG in oval frame; [97]

DX20 top row :
L6/PSM 21458
and
L6/SP 21459

DX20

bottom row :
L6/PSM 21460
and
L6/PSM 21461

1971ds - 1999 MC

f

Col.p (glossy surface)

p1

Dx36; p(Bl)(shades); no PC but TM inside rectangular frame (sans
serif CAPS): 'Lotus Emblem' // J. Arthur // Dixon // Ltd; no stamp
square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans serif CAPS and
sans serif caps/lc): A DIXON PRODUCTION - Printed in Great
Britain; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N; [86B]

p2

Dx38; p(Bl)(shades); no PC but TM inside rectangular frame (sans
serif CAPS): 'Lotus Emblem' // J. Arthur // Dixon // Ltd; above TM
(serif caps/lc): A Dickinson Robinson Group Product; no stamp square
but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans serif CAPS and sans serif
caps/lc): Printed in Great Britain by J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD;
T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N; bottom centre (serif
CAPS): DRG in oval frame; [86B]

p2A Dx38; p(B); no PC but TM inside rectangular frame (sans serif CAPS):
'Lotus Emblem' // J. Arthur // Dixon // Ltd; above TM (serif caps/lc): A
Dickinson Robinson Group Product; no stamp square but GPO
preferred symbol; I up centre (sans serif CAPS and sans serif caps/lc):
Printed in Great Britain by J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD; T(l.l.)(sans
serif caps/lc) + description + N; bottom centre (serif CAPS): DRG in
oval frame
p3

Dx40; p(G); no PC but TM in rectangular frame (sans serif CAPS):
'Lotus Emblem' // J.Arthur // Dixon // Ltd; no stamp square but GPO
preferred symbol; I up centre (sans serif CAPS & caps/lc): A
DIXON-LOTUS PRODUCTION - Printed in Great Britain; T(l.l.)(sans
serif caps/lc) + N; [86D]

p4

Dx54; p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR //
DIXON; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans
serif caps/lc & sans serif CAPS): Printed in Great Britain by
J.ARTHUR DIXON; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + N; double lined frame
around edge of card with mitred corners; [86E]

p5

Dx56; p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR //
DIXON; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans
serif caps/lc & sans serif CAPS): Printed in Great Britain by
J.ARTHUR DIXON; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N;
bottom centre cartoon figure of caveman (hollow sans serif CAPS):
cartoon // CHEDDAR GEORGE; double lined frame around edge of
card with mitred corners; [86F]

p6

Dx52; p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR //
DIXON; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans
serif caps/lc & sans serif CAPS): Printed in Great Britain by
J.ARTHUR DIXON; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N;
bottom centre (serif CAPS): [Cheddar Caves circular logo]; [--]

p7

Dx60; p(Bl); coloured frame line around edge of card with rounded
corner; no PC but set into upper frame line (script caps/lc): J. Arthur
Dixon; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans
serif caps/lc): Printed in Great Britain; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + N;
inset bottom frame line (serif CAPS): DRG in oval frame; [86G]

p8

Dx60; p(G); coloured frame line around edge of card with rounded
corner; no PC but set into upper frame line (script caps/lc): J. Arthur
Dixon; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans

DX20 :
top row : L6/PSM/21462, PSM/80806/X;
second row : PSM/80807/X, PSM/80808/X and PSM/80809/X;
third row : PSM/23172 and PSM/24860;
fourth row : PSM/25330
p9

Dx80 similar; p(B); no PC or stamp square; TM (Cheddar Showcaves)
+ T(left of centre)(serif CAPS) + I (serif CAPS): PRINTED IN
GREAT BRITAIN BY J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD // N; [--]

p10 Dx80; p(B); no PC or stamp square; TM (Cheddar Showcaves) + T(left
of centre)(serif CAPS); description (serif caps/lc) + I (serif CAPS):
PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD // N;
[--]
p11 Dx50; p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR //
DIXON; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans
serif caps/lc & sans serif CAPS): Printed in Great Britain by
J.ARTHUR DIXON Tel: (0983) 523381; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + N
p12 Dx100; p(B); no PC but Cheddar Showcaves logo (B and W)(sans serif
CAPS and hollow serif CAPS) : CHEDDAR // SHOWCAVES // &
GORGE; no stamp square; T + description (serif CAPS and serif
caps/lc) //
// I (serif CAPS) : PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN
BY J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD // N
p13 Dx132; p(B); no PC but (serif CAPS) CHEDDAR // CAVES &
GORGE [in wave form]; no stamp square but price code bar; T // N
(l.l.) (sans serif CAPS and sans serif caps/lc // N; NI
NOTE:
Card dimensions 149mm x 104mm
p12 postal T + description + imprint can be normal characters or
embolden.

L6/PSM/21458 Niagara Falls in Winter, Gough's Cave,
Cheddar [(H)]

S1.SO.GC. 4
9/05

GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
L6/PSM/21458 Niagara Falls, Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H)]
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p2
[3] - p3
[4] - p4
[5] - p5
[6] - p6
[7] - p12; {purchased 1997}

PSM/80808/X St. Paul's, Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(V)]
Var:
[1] - p2
[2] - p5 ; {7-7-1984}
[3] - p10; {1990}
[4] - p4
[5] - p10; {1992}
[6] - p13; T= St. Paul's // Gough's Cave, Cheddar {purchased
1999}

L6/PSM/21459
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p3

PSM/80809/X Aladdin's Cave, Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H)]
Var:
[1] - p2
[2] - p5
[3] - p6
[4] - p10; {1990}
[5] - P12; {purchased 1997}
[6] - p13; T = Aladdin's Cave // Gough's Cave, Cheddar;
purchased 1999}

Ring O Bells, Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H)]

L6/PSM/21460 The Black Cat, Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H)]
Var:
[1] - p2
[2] - p3
[3] - p5
[4] - p6
[5] - p1
[6] - p4; {31-8-1971}

PSM/23172

PSM/24860 CHEDDAR [(H); (T/p(R)); multi-view, 4
photos: Cheddar Gorge (u.l.); Cheddar Village (u.r.); The
River Axe (l.l.); Lake and Waterfall (l.r.)]
Var:
[1] - p4
[2] - p8

L6/PSM/21461 The Swiss Village, Gough's Cave, Cheddar
[(H)]
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p2
[3] - p3
[4] - p5
[5] - p6
L6/PSM/21462 Aladdin's Cave (lower view), Gough's Cave,
Cheddar [(H)]
Var:
[1] - p2
[2] - p3
[3] - p4
[4] - p5
[5] - p6
[6] - p10; T = Aladdin's Cave (Lower View) // Gough's Cave,
Cheddar; {1990}
[7] - p12; [purchased 1997}
[8] - p13; T = Aladdin's Cave (Lower View) // Gough's Cave,
Cheddar
PSM 21458 Niagara Fall // Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H);
p13] {purchased 2000}
PSM/80806/X The Frozen River, Gough's Cave, Cheddar
[(H)]
Var:
[1] - p3
[2] - p4
[3] - p5
[4] - p6
[5] - p10; {1992}
[6] - p12; {purchased 1997}
[7] - p2A
[8] - p13; T = The Frozen River, Gough's Cave, Cheddar
{purchased 2000}
PSM/80807/X Solomon's Temple, Gough's Cave, Cheddar
[(H)]
Var:
[1] - p2
[2] - p5
[3] - p6
[4] - p4; {6-8-1982}
[5] - p10; (1992)
[6] - p13; T = Solomon's Temple // Gough's Cave, Cheddar
{purchased 1999}

Cheddar Village, Somerset [(H); p7]

PSM/25330 Cheddar [(H); p11; (T/p(W)(serif caps/lc);
multi-view, 2 photos + description : Cheddar Gorge, Somerset
(u.l.); Cheddar Village (approach to Gough's Cave)(l.l.);
T/b(l.l.) + N
DX30

c.1975 Giant Postcard

f

Col.p (matt surface)

p1

p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif cap/lc and sans serif CAPS): NATURAL
COLOUR PHOTOGRAVURE // J. Arthur Dixon // KING SIZE
POSTAL PRINT; stamp square (serif CAPS): LETTER // RATE *;
above communication block (serif CAPS): CORRESPONDENCE:
above address block (serif CAPS): ADDRESS; I up centre (sans serif
caps/lc): Printed and Published by J. Arthur Dixon Ltd., Newport, I.W.,
England; T(l.l.)(serif caps/lc) + description; Postal instructions
(l.r.)(serif caps/lc); [87]

p1A p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif cap/lc and sans serif CAPS): NATURAL
COLOUR PHOTOGRAVURE // J. Arthur Dixon // KING SIZE
POSTAL PRINT; no stamp square; above communication block (serif
CAPS): CORRESPONDENCE: above address block (serif CAPS):
ADDRESS; I up centre (sans serif caps/lc):Printed and Published by J.
Arthur Dixon Ltd., Newport, I.W., England; T(l.l.)(serif caps/lc) +
description; Postal instructions (l.r.)(serif caps/lc)
p2

p(B); no PC but (sans serif cap/lc and sans serif CAPS): NATURAL
COLOUR PHOTOGRAVURE // J. Arthur Dixon // KING SIZE
POSTAL PRINT; no stamp square; above communication block (serif
CAPS): CORRESPONDENCE: above address block (serif CAPS):
ADDRESS; I up centre (sans serif caps/lc): Printed and Published by
J. Arthur Dixon Ltd., Newport, I.W., England; T(l.l.)(serif caps/lc) +
description; [87]

p3

p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR // DIXON; no
stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre (sans serif caps/lc
& sans serif CAPS): Printed in Great Britain by J.ARTHUR DIXON;
T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N; bottom centre cartoon
figure of caveman (hollow sans serif CAPS): cartoon // CHEDDAR
GEORGE; double lined frame around edge of card with mitred
corners; [--]

NOTE: Giant Postcard: dimensions 212mm x 149mm
Refer to COX'S CAVE for remainder of set, DX30
Same photos as DX10 - SOM.807 & SOM.809

Solomon's Temple, Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H)]
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p3
[3] - p1A
Aladdin's Cave, Gough's Caves, Cheddar [(H)]
Var:
S1.SO.GC. 5
9/05

GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
[1] - p1
[2] - p2
DX35
c.1981 GIANT POSTCARD
f

Col.p (glossy)

p1

Dx38 similar; p(Bl); no PC but TM inside rectangular frame (sans serif
CAPS): 'Lotus Emblem' // J. ARTHUR // DIXON ; above TM (serif
caps/lc): A Dickinson Robinson Group Product; no stamp square; I up
centre (sans serif CAPS and sans serif caps/lc): Printed in Great
Britain by J. ARTHUR DIXON ; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) +
description + N; bottom centre (serif CAPS): DRG in oval frame

p2

Dx52; p(Bl) shades; no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR
// DIXON; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre
(sans serif caps/lc & sans serif CAPS): Printed in Great Britain by
J.ARTHUR DIXON; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N;
bottom centre (serif CAPS): [Cheddar Caves circular logo]; [--]

p3

Dx80; p(B); no PC or stamp square; TM (Cheddar Showcaves) + T(left
of centre)(serif CAPS); description (serif caps/lc) + I (serif CAPS):
PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD // N;
[--]

NOTE: Giant Postcard: dimensions 212mm x 149mm
Same photos as DX10 - SOM.807 & SOM.809
Two different numbers recorded for the Solomon's Temple card one of
which has the same number as Aladdin's Grotto. Possibily a numbering
error.

p3

Dx92; p(B); no PC but Cheddar Showcaves logo (B and W)(sans serif
CAPS and hollow serif CAPS) : CHEDDAR // SHOWCAVES // &
GORGE; no stamp square; T + description (serif CAPS and serif
caps/lc) // photographer (sans serif CAPS) : Photography by Nick
Barrington // I (serif CAPS) : PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY J.
ARTHUR DIXON LTD // N

p4

Dx130; p(B); no PC but (serif CAPS) CHEDDAR // CAVES &
GORGE [in wave form]; no stamp square but price code bar; T //
photographer // N (l.l.) (sans serif CAPS, italic sans serif caps/lc and
sans serif caps/lc // N

p5

Dx132; p(B); no PC but (serif CAPS) CHEDDAR // CAVES &
GORGE [in wave form]; no stamp square but price code bar; T // N
(l.l.) (sans serif CAPS and sans serif caps/lc // N

NOTE: First published April 1985
Postal p1 includes an additional four digit number below logo. This is a
Cheddar Caves reference number: 1st digit (series reference); 2nd digit
(number in set) and 3rd & 4th digits (year of publication) : e.g. Series
0 = Gough's Cave, Series 6 (Adventure Caving)
Cheddar Showcaves logo and postal Dx80 was introduced c.1992.
This and subsequent printings omit the Cheddar Caves numbering
system.
The proof pulls of all cards exist [1985]. They are the printed, uncut
cards, made for final approval of the customer.

L6/SP. 7636 & 0185 Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(V); p1;
Solomon's Temple]
Var:
[1] - right side wall coloured yellow grey; 1985 printing
[2] - picture postcard wire bound as cover on notebook, end of
card perforated and, if found postally used, will be torn at
edge.
L6/SP.7636 Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(H)]
Var:
[1] - p; {1986 printing}; right side wall coloured purple
[2] - p2; {c.1992}
[3] - p3; {purchased 1997}

L9/SP.5582 Solomon's Temple, Gough's Cave, Cheddar
[(H)]
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p2
[3] - p3; {1992}
L9/SP.5591
[(H)]

Solomon's Temple, Gough's Cave, Cheddar

L9/SP.5891
Var:
[1] - p1

Aladdin's Cave, Gough's Caves, Cheddar [(H)]

L6/SP. 7637 & 6185 Gough's Cave, Cheddar // Adventure
Caving Expeditions [(H); p1; 40ft. pothole]
L6/SP. 7637 Gough's Cave, Cheddar Adventure // Caving
Expeditions [(H); 40ft ladder into Boulder Chamber]
Var:
[1] - p2
[2] - p3; {purchased 1997}

DX40 - L6/SP 7636 and
SP.7636; lower row :
L6/SP 7637 and
L6/SP 7638

L6/SP. 7638 & 6285 Gough's Cave, Cheddar // Adventure
Caving Expeditions [(H); Far Rift]
L6/SP. 7638 Gough's Cave, Cheddar // Adventure Caving
Expeditions [(H)]
Var:
[1] - p2
[2] - p3; {purchased 1997}
SP 7636 Gough's Cave, Cheddar [(V); p5; same photo as
L6/SP.7636]
DX50
[2] - p2
[3] - p3
DX40

1985 MC

f

Col.p

p1

Dx52 similar; p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR
// DIXON; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up centre
(sans serif caps/lc & sans serif CAPS): Printed in Great Britain by
J.ARTHUR DIXON; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) + description + N;
bottom centre (serif CAPS): [Cheddar Caves circular logo // Cheddar
Caves reference number]; [100, 101]

p2

Dx80 similar; p(B); no PC or stamp square; TM (Cheddar Showcaves)
+ T(left of centre)(serif CAPS); description (serif caps/lc) //
photographer (sans serif CAPS): Photography by Nick Barrington // I
(serif CAPS): PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY J. ARTHUR
DIXON LTD // N; [--]

1988 MC

f1

Col.p; photograph framed with yellow line; all titled 'Cheddar Caves'
(serif CAPS)

f2

Col.p; photograph framed with yellow line; all titled 'Cheddar
Showcaves (serif CAPS)

p1

Dx70; p(B); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR //
DIXON; no stamp square ; I up centre (serif caps/lv c & serif CAPS):
PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN by J. ARTHUR DIXON; T(l.l.)(serif
CAPS) + description (serif caps/lc) // Photo: Nick Barrington + N;
bottom centre (serif CAPS): [Cheddar Caves circular logo]; [--]

p1A p(B); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): J.ARTHUR DIXON // PRINTED
IN GREAT BRITAIN // by J. Arthur Dixon; no stamp square;
T(l.l.)(serif CAPS) + description (serif caps/lc) // Photo: Nick
Barrington + N; bottom centre (serif CAPS): [Cheddar Caves circular
logo]; {c.1990}; [--]
p2

Dx70 similar; p(B); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR
// DIXON; no stamp square ; I up centre (serif caps/lc & serif CAPS):
PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN by J. ARTHUR DIXON; T(l.l.)(serif
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GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
Var:
[1] - f1; p1
[2] - f2; p3
0488 L7/SP.9678 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // A stalactite and
a stalagmite imperceptibly growing closer. [(V); f1]
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p3
DX60

p3

Dx80; p(B); no PC or stamp square; TM (Cheddar Showcaves) + T(left
of centre)(serif CAPS); description (serif caps/lc) + I (serif CAPS):
PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD // N;
[--]

NOTE: Card dimensions: 172mm x 118mm
All photographs by Nick Barrington
The four digit prefix number is Cheddar Caves reference number;the
first two digits are the series and number of the card and the last two
state the year of publication. The L7/SP series is the Dixon reference
number

0188 L7/SP.9669 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // King Solomon's
Temple, set in Diamond Chamber Chamber. The most
beautiful formations on view to the public in Britain (V)]
Var:
[1] - f1; p1
[2] - f2; p3; {1992}
0688 L7/SP.9670 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // Dramatic 70ft.
high St. Paul's Chamber showing the richness of colour from
minerals in the stalagmite formation. [(V); f1]
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p2; {1990}
[3] - p3; {1992}
0588 L7/SP.9675 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // The translucent
curtain formations show clearly nature's "streaky bacon"
effect. [(H); f1]
Var:
[1] - p1
[2] - p2
0288 L7/SP.9676 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // Among the
vertically growing straw stalactites are helictites, a rare
formation. These are to be found high in the roof of Diamond
Chamber. [(V)]
Var:
[1] - f1; p1
[2] - f1; p1A

MC

f1

Col.p; photograph framed with yellow line; all titled 'Cheddar
Caves' (serif CAPS)

f2

Col.p; photograph framed with yellow line; all titled 'Cheddar
Showcaves' (sans serif CAPS)

p1

Dx52; p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): DRG // J.ARTHUR
// DIXON; no stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; I up
centre (sans serif caps/lc & sans serif CAPS): Printed in Great
Britain by J.ARTHUR DIXON; T(l.l.)(sans serif caps/lc) +
description + N; bottom centre (serif CAPS): [Cheddar Caves
circular logo]; [--]

p2

Dx80; p(B) shades; no PC or stamp square; TM (Cheddar
Showcaves) + T(left of centre)(serif CAPS); description (serif
caps/lc) + I (serif CAPS): PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN
BY J. ARTHUR DIXON LTD // N; [--]

p3

Dx92; p(B); no PC but Cheddar Showcaves logo (B and
W)(sans serif CAPS and hollow serif CAPS) : CHEDDAR //
SHOWCAVES // & GORGE; no stamp square; T +
description (serif CAPS and serif caps/lc) // photographer
(sans serif CAPS) : Photography by Nick Barrington // I (serif
CAPS) : PRINTED IN GREAT BRITAIN BY J. ARTHUR
DIXON LTD // N

DX50 & DX60 similar
CAPS) + description (serif caps/lc) // Photo: Nick Barrington + N;
bottom centre (serif CAPS): [Cheddar Showcaves logo]; [--]

1988

DX70
NOTE: All photographs by Nick Barrington
Card dimensions: 149mm x 104mm
The four digit prefix number is Cheddar Caves reference number; the
first two digits are the number of the card and the last two state the
year of publication. The L6/SP series is the Dixon reference number

0988 L6/SP.9671 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // Niagara Falls in
Winter is crowned... [(V)]
Var:
[1] - f1; p1
[2] - f2; p2; {1990}
[3] - f2; p3; {purchased 1997}
0888 L6/SP.9672 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // A tiny drip of
water falls, disturbing the silence... [(V)]
Var;
[1] - f1; p1
[2] - f2; p2]
1088 L6/SP.9673 Cheddar Gorge, Cheddar. // Carved out
through the Ice Ages... [(V); view of Cheddar Gorge;
non-cave interest]
Var:
[1] - f1; p1
[2] - f2; p3; {purchased 1997}
0788 L6/SP.9674 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // The Frozen
River... [(H)]
Var:
[1] - f1; p1
[2] - f2; p2; {1990}

0388 L7/SP.9677 Gough's Cave, Cheddar. // This beautiful
formation is to be found in Diamond Chamber, part of the
pillar above "Niagara Falls in Winter". ; [(V)]
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GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
p

Np100 similar; p(Gr); PC (5mm high serif CAPS, no full stop after
PC); below PC (serif caps): Printed in England; stamp square (serif
caps): Postage // ----- // Inland, ½d. // Foreign, 1d.; above
communication block (serif CAPS):THIS SPACE MAY NOW BE
USED // FOR COMMUNICATION; above address block (serif
CAPS): FOR ADDRESS ONLY; I + N (serif caps/lc): Dowman
Woodman, Printer & Publisher, Wells. No. xx; [54C]

NOTE: Same photograph used by Graphotone.

31 Gough's Stalactite Caves, Cheddar [(H); Ghosted title
appears in l.r. 'Gough's//New Caves//Cheddar']

DX70
DX70

1992

MC

f

Col.p; ma, black frameline around photo

p

p(Bl); no PC but (sans serif CAPS): J. ARTHUR // DIXON LTD.; no
stamp square but GPO preferred symbol; T + photographer + N (sans
serif caps/lc and italic sans serif caps/lc): title // Photography by Andy
Williams (0483 572778); I up-centre)(sans serif caps/lc and italic sans
serif caps/lc)

PSM 27815

Cheddar Gorge [(H)]

DW10

DO10
DONLION PRODUCTIONS, Doncaster
printer & publisher
_____________________________________________________
DO10

1928ds

DONLION SERIES

f

s.br.p; T/p(W)(HI stylised italic sans serif CAPS) + series + N; ma

p

p(B); PC (5mm high serif CAPS); no stamp square; above
communication block (serif CAPS): COMMUNICATION; above
address block (serif CAPS): ADDRESS ONLY; I (up centre)(serif
caps/lc and serif CAPS): Copyright Real Photo DONLION
Productions // Doncaster. British Manufacture.; [47]

815 Cheddar Gorge [(V); view of carparks; {6-8-1928}]

EX10
EXCEL SERIES
trademark; printer and publisher unknown, possibly Sweetman,
Sevenoaks, Kent
_____________________________________________________
EX10

DOWMAN WOODMAN, Wells, Somerset
printer and publisher
_____________________________________________________
DW10
f

f1

s.br.p; T/p(W unless otherwise stated)(sans serif CAPS)(across bottom
of photo) + N(l.l.); ma

f2

s.br.p; multi-view; T on horizontal scroll below centre photo (S)(serif
CAPS), individual photos (serif CAPS on white bars); ma and around
individual photos

p1

p(S or dark Br); PC(4mm high serif CAPS, THICK-THIN vertical
strokes to characters); series above PC (sans serif CAPS): EXCEL

c.1910

s.br.p; T/p(W)(l.l.)(sans serif CAPS)

1937ds
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GOUGH'S CAVE, Cheddar, Somerset, England
SERIES; TM between PC (Britannia); below TM (sans serif CAPS):
PRINTED IN ENGLAND; stamp square frame only; up-centre (sans
serif CAPS): THIS IS A REAL PHOTOGRAPH; [77B]
p2

p(S); PC(4mm high serif CAPS, THICK-THIN vertical strokes to
characters); series above PC (italic semi-script caps/lc): Excel Series;
TM (Camera) below PC; stamp square framed (sans serif CAPS):
PRINTED // IN // ENGLAND; up-centre (sans serif caps): This is a
Real Photograph; [77B]

38 Cheddar [(H); T= CAPS in scroll under central photo; The
Cheddar Gorge. Somerset (u.l.); The Cheddar Gorge. Somerset
(u.r.); Cave Entrance and Cafe. Cheddar. Somerset (l.l.);
Cheddar (l.r.); Rock of Ages // "Burrington Coombe"//
Somerset (centre) [(H); f2; p1; T(S)]
82 Cave Entrance and Cafe, Cheddar Somerset [(H); f1;
{10-8-1937}]
Var:
[1] - p1; {3-7-1938 }
[2] - p2; {28-6-1937}
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